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“Arnold proves over and over that her knowledge of police procedurals and her writing makes
for exciting flawless stories. If you are a fan of murder mysteries, tense crimes, and a great
team, then this series is perfect for you.”
— The Reading Café,

on Violated (Brandon Fisher FBI series)

All that remains are whispers of the past…
From acclaimed bestselling author Carolyn Arnold comes the next enthralling investigation of FBI profiler
Brandon Fisher, who must unravel his most twisted mystery yet in REMNANTS (April 11, 2017), the sixth installment of the series.
When human body parts turn up in the Little Ogeechee River, the gruesome and scattered crime scene has
Brandon and his team heading to Savannah, Georgia, to find a killer. But when the severed parts are revealed to be
from not one, but three different victims, connecting the pieces to find their murderer proves to be an
insurmountable challenge.
While the FBI works to build a profile of the killer, the case takes an even darker turn when a lone torso is found—
painted blue and missing its heart. But this is only the beginning, and as the puzzle unfolds, the FBI must race to
solve it before the casualty count continues to rise.
A dark and transfixing mystery, REMNANTS takes Brandon Fisher—and the reader—on a creepy psychological
journey into the mind of a serial killer in the deep South.
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